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ABSTRACT 

An interactive graph is a dynamic graph interface that allows viewers interaction. The SAS System provides the 
following interactive features: 
� By an ActiveX control – (pop-up data tips, drill-down links, and interactive menus) 
� By a Java applet – (pop-up data tips, drill-down links, and interactive menus) 
� By a Metaview applet – (data tips, drill-down links, or some interactivity such as zooming, panning, and 

slide shows) 
� By Static Images – (data tips, and drill-down links, or animation) 
� By Graphical Template Language(GTL) – (data tips) 
� By ODS features of bookmarks and hyperlinks. 

This paper illustrates interactive graph features provided by the SAS System. 
The SAS version 9.1 products used in this paper are SAS BASE®, SAS/STAT®, SAS Enterprise Miner™ 4.3 and 
SAS/GRAPH® on a PC Windows® platform. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The interactive graphs allow user interactions with the graph. The users interact directly with interactive graphs, 
mainly through the user interfaces. The user interfaces are controlled by utilizing a mouse, a keyboard, buttons, 
and menus. The interactive graphs provide the following desirable features: 1) It allows the graph to be reusable 
by interactive menus by allowing users to change graphical properties, including modification of titles and axis. 2) 
The data tips feature allows user to pack extra relevant information on the graph. 3) It allows links to subsequent 
graphs, maps or tables. 4)  Zooming techniques are often used to change the object’s scale. Zoomable 
interfaces come in two types: a) Geometric zooming where the zoom scale is linear with the zoom multiplier, b) 
Semantic zooming where objects may change shape at different zoom levels. The semantic zooming is a 
distortion technique that displays a fisheye view to change object scale in a single view. By moving around and 
changing the scale, the user can get integrated context and focus of the large information space. 5) It produces 
slide show of static images. 
 
The SAS System implements several new technologies, such as Java applet and ActiveX control and others, to 
provide the following interactive features: 
� By an ActiveX control – (pop-up data tips, drill-down links, and interactive menus) 
� By a Java applet – (pop-up data tips, drill-down links, and interactive menus) 
� By a Metaview applet – (data tips, drill-down links, or some interactivity such as zooming, panning, and 

slide shows). 
� By Static Images – (data tips, and drill-down links, or animation). 
� By Graphical Template Language (GTL) – (data tips). 
� By ODS features of bookmarks and hyperlinks. 
 

The technologies used in the interactive features are: ActiveX control (Microsoft®) and Metaview Applet (Sun 
Microsystems®). 

Device  SAS Product Features Supported 
ACTXIMG SAS/GRAPH ODS styles, pop-up data tips, and drill-down links, static graphics with no 

interactivity. 
JAVAIMG SAS/GRAPH ODS styles, static graphics with no interactivity. 
ACTIVEX SAS/GRAPH ODS styles, pop-up data tips, drill-down links, interactivity via pop-up menus 
JAVA SAS/GRAPH ODS style, pop-up data tips, drill-down links, interactive via pop-up menus. 
GIF,JPEG, SAS/GRAPH Pop-up data tips, drill-down links, static graphics with no interactivity  
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PNG 
GIFANIM SAS/GRAPH Slide show of static images with no interactivity 
JAVAMETA SAS/GRAPH Pop-up data tips, drill-down links, some interactivity such as zooming, and slide 

shows. 
DS2TREE, 
DS2CONST, 
DS2CSF 

SAS/GRAPH Treeview diagrams, constellation diagrams, or critical success factor diagrams. 

ODS facility Base SAS ODS styles, Bookmarks, Hyperlinks 
GTL SAS/STAT Data tips 

                                        Table 1.  Interactive Features Supported by Device  
 
What does your audience require to view the presentation in addition to the browser? Table 2 demonstrates the additional 
requirements needed for a presentation generated with the ACTIVEX driver and the JAVAMETA driver. 
 

Device  Additional Requirements 
ACTIVEX The presentation must be viewed on a Windows system with the SAS ActiveX control 

installed locally. 
GIF, JPEG, PNG, 
ACTXIMG, JAVAIMG, 
GIFANIM,  ODS facility, 
GTL 

None 

JAVA The Java applet files must be installed locally, or on a server accessible by the client 
machine, and Java 1.4 plug-in must be installed on each client machine. On Windows 
systems, the user is prompted to install the plug-in if it is not already installed. On other 
systems, the plug-in can be installed from the Sun Microsystems site. 

JAVAMETA The JAVA applet files must be installed locally or accessible by the client machine. The 
JAVA plug-in is not required.  

                                    Table 2.  Additional Requirements Needed to View the Presentation 
 
This paper discusses interactive features provided by the SAS System. The data used for graphical illustration 
purpose throughout the paper are from the hypothetical clinical studies.  
 
 
BY ACTIVEX CONTROL DEVICE DRIVER 
 
The SAS/GRAPH ActiveX device provides the following interactive features: 1) ability to change graph types 
from a two-dimensional chart to a three dimensional chart, 2) data tips, 3) rotate and zoom, 4) reassign variable 
roles, and modify axes, legends, colors, and text fonts. If your audience uses the Windows operating 
environment and the Internet Explorer Web browser, the ActiveX Control might be preferable over a Java applet 
from a performance standpoint. 
 
The SAS/GRAPH procedures and statements support the ActiveX Control device are listed below. 

 

Procedure Statements 
GPLOT PLOT, PLOT2, BUBBLE, BUBBLE2  
GCHART HBAR, HBAR3D, VBAR, VBAR3D, PIE, PIE3D, DONUT 
GCONTOUR PLOT 
GMAP CHORO, BLOCK, PRISM 
G3D PLOT, SCATTER 
GBARLINE BAR, PLOT 
GAREABAR HBAR, HBAR3D, VBAR, VBAR3D 
GRADAR CHART 

                  Table 3.   Procedures and Statements That Support ActiveX Control Device 
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You can specify the GOPTION statement that generates ActiveX Control output. 

         gopt i on dev=act i vex;  

  
You can add data tips with the HTML= option. The following sample statement in the data step illustrates the 
construction of data text that will be shown in the data tips and depicts CHART statement with HTML=TIP option.  
 
t i p=' ALT=" N:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( n, 1.) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
   ' Mean:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( mean, .001) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
   ' Max:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( max, .001) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
   ' Mi n:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( mi n, .001) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
   ' Medi an:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( medi an, .001) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
        ' STDERR:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( st der r , .001) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
        ' P99:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( p99, .001) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
   ' P95:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( p95, .001) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
   ' Q1:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( q1, .001) )  | |  ' 0D' x | |  
   ' Q3:  '  | |  compr ess( r ound( q3, .001) )  | |     ' " ' ;  
  
 
proc gradar dat a=f i nal ;  
 char t  v i s i t / f r eq=mchg 
            annot at e=anno cst ar s=( bl ue r ed)  
  s t ar axi s=( axi s1,  axi s1 , axi s1, axi s1 , axi s1, axi s1 ,  
            ax i s1, axi s1,  axi s1,  axi s1)        
  s t ar f i l l =( sol i d sol i d)  st ar c i r c l es=( . 25 . 75)  wst ar s=( 1 3)   
            cst ar c i r c l es=bl ack 
  ht ml =t i p name=' aer ad03. gi f '  over l ay=r and1;  
 

 
                   ActiveX Control Output        Sample Data Tips from ActiveX Control Output 

 
               Drill-Down Menu Illustration                Using Menu to Modify Graph Properties 

                                              Figure 1. Interactive Features from ActiveX Device 
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BY ACTXIMG DEVICE DRIVER 
 
The SAS/GRAPH procedures support ActiveX device also support ACTXIMG device driver. A presentation 
produced with ACTXIMG driver supports data tips and drill-down links for GCHART, GBARLINE, and GPLOT 
output. You can use ODS styles with the ACTXIMG driver. You can use ODS and the ACTXIMG device driver to 
create a presentation that uses a PNG file that is identical in appearance to the image produced with the 
ACTIVEX device driver. 
 
 

  
                 Initial Output from ACTXIMG                           Data Tips from ACTXIMG 

                                              Figure 2. Interactive Features from ACTXIMG Device 
 
BY JAVA DEVICE DRIVE 
 
The Java device driver produces interactive graphs that run in the Graph, Map, and Contour applets. The applets 
enable users to interact with the output of the GCHART, GPLOT, G3D, GMAP, and GCONTOUR procedures. 
 
The Java applets enable the user to display data values (data tips), to change the type of graph, to pan, rotate, 
and zoom, and to change colors, fonts, axes, legends, and variable roles.  
 
You can enhance Java graphs by setting applet parameters and specifying ODS options. Applet parameters let 
you configure drill-down and override default values in the user interface. 
 
The following programming steps and SAS sample code generates output for the Graph Applet. 
 

1. Use data steps to prepare and execute SAS procedure. 
2. Execute SAS procedure with specification of ODS output tables. 
3. Reset graphics options and specify Java device driver. 

 
gopt i ons r eset =al l  devi ce=j ava;  
 
                                  

4. To conserve resources, close the default ODS output destination. 
 

ods l i s t i ng c l ose;  
 

                     
5. Open an output file with specification of output file name. 
6. Execute SAS/GRAPH procedure. 
7. Close HTML file and reopen ODS listing destination.     

 
Figure 3 demonstrates the survival estimates from PROC, LIFETEST, and GPLOT with Java device to produce 
the following Kaplan-Meier interactive plot. 
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                             Initial Output                           Data Tips Feature 

  
                       Drill-Down Menu - Main                      Drill-Down Menu – Style Editor I 

 
                    Drill-Down Menu – Style Editor II                      Drill-Down Menu - Properties 

                                            Figure 3. Interactive Features from Java Device 
 
 
BY JAVAMETA DEVICE DRIVE 
 
The SAS/GRAPH Javameta device uses the Metaview Applet to generate the output of SAS/GRAPH 
procedures. The Metaview Applet provides the following interactive features: 1) embedded controls, 2) a 
programmable menu, 3) scrolling, 4) animation, 5) zooming, 6) data tips, and 7) drill-down capability. Any 
SAS/GRAPH procedure that produces metagraphics output can use the JAVAMETA device driver. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the output from GRADAR procedure with zooming feature.  
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                                    Initial Output                                Zoom the Size to 95% 

                                 Figure 4. Interactive Features of JAVAMETA Device 

BY DS2TREE MACRO 
 
The SAS DS2TREE macro utilizes the Treeview applet to generate an interactive node or link diagrams for 
hierarchical data. The applet is designed to visualize large hierarchical data, focusing on some of specific nodes 
of interest while retaining the context of the data hierarchy. The applet places the root node at the center of the 
view and the successive level of child nodes around the root node in circles of increasing radius. 

The following figure depicts the pop-up menu that a user can invoke by right-clicking a Treeview diagram in a 
browser. The pop-up menus demonstrate all the options that are available for interacting with the diagram. For a 
description of these options, right-click on any Treeview diagram, and select Treeview Applet Help from the pop-
up menu. Figure 5 illustrates the interactive features from Treeview Applet with the fish-eye distortion, data tips, 
and interactive menus of the diagram. You can move the cursor to the position of interest, hold the cursor, and 
drag the diagram to create a fish-eye distortion to view the second level nodes.  

 

Figure 5. Interactive Features from Treeview Applet 
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BY DS2CONST MACRO 
 
The Constellation applet displays a node-link diagram. Each node can be linked to one or more other nodes. Unlike the 
Treeview applet, the Constellation applet does not required a hierarchical relationship between the nodes. Although it can 
be used to display hierarchical relationships, the Constellation applet does not automatically place the root node at the 
center of the display. 
 
The Constellation applet supports the following interactive features: 1) It allows zooming on the portion of the diagram that 
is in the center of the display, 2) You can click and drag the diagram to change the portion of the diagram, 3) It supports a 
pop-up menu that has several functions, such as highlighting specific links and searching for specific nodes. 4) It permits 
hotspot links to Web sites or files.  
 
Figure 6 demonstrates the application of displaying correlations between brain regions using functional magnetic imaging 
(fMRI) data[1]. fMRI is used to visualize brain function, by visualizing changes in chemical composition of brain regions or 
changes in the flow of fluids that occur over time spans of seconds to minutes. In fMRI studies, procedures are used to 
measure hemodynamic effects of the metabolic changes that take place in an active part of the brain during a task 
performed by a subject. 
 
The 24 specific brain regions that were activated in an auditory attentional paradigm are selected for analysis. The 
correlation matrix is a 24 x 24 matrix containing 276 observations to be examined, for each summary measure considered 
for each subject subgroup. SAS Constellation Chart is used to summarize the correlation matrix visually. The display starts 
by mapping the 24 brain regions to Constellation Chart coordinates. Each node represents a region. Figure 6 illustrates the 
mapping of brain regions to Chart coordinates and brain regions correlations. 
 

  
     Initial Output: Schizophrenics vs. Control Case                        Absolute Correlation > 0.6                 

               Figure 6.  Interactive Features from Constellation Applet 

 
The data from correlation matrix is used to connect each of the pairwise combinations of brain regions. Different 
line widths are used for indicating the degree of correlation. Positive correlations are connected using blue solid 
lines, while negative correlations are connected with red solid lines.  
 
The second example is to use the output from SAS Enterprise Miner 4.3 Neural Network modeling. An artificial 
neural network is a computer application that attempts to mimic the neurophysiology of the human brain in the 
sense that the network learns to find patterns in data from a representative data  sample.  Neural  network  is  a 
class  of  flexible  nonlinear  regression  models,  discriminant  models,  and  data  reduction  models, which  are 
interconnected in a nonlinear dynamic system.  
 
The building blocks of an artificial neural network are input layer, hidden layers, and output layer. The input layer 
is composed of units that correspond to each input variable. The hidden layers are composed  of  hidden  units. 
Each hidden unit outputs a non-linear function of a linear combination of its inputs – the activation function.  The 
linear combination is the net output. The non-linear transformation is the activation function. The output layer has 
units corresponding to the target. With multiple target variables, there are multiple output units. Figure 7 shows a 
neural network diagram with interactive features. 
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                                Initial Diagram Slider Bar and Mouse Over (Data Tips) Interaction 

                                          Figure 7.  Interactive Features of Neural Network Diagram 
 
 
BY ODS FACILITY 
 
Prior to Version 7, SAS output provided no way for you to parse its contents; retrieving the output from a 
statistical procedure would have been a challenging task. Beginning with Version 7, all SAS/STAT procedures 
utilize the Output Delivery System (ODS) to manage their output. This includes managing the form the output 
appears, as well as its organization and format. The default for SAS/STAT procedures is to produce the usual 
SAS listing file. However, by using the features of the ODS, you can make changes to the format and 
appearance of your SAS output. In particular, you can:  
 

• display your output in different destinations, such as hypertext markup language (HTML) , Rich-Text-
Format (RTF), or PDF format  

• create SAS data sets directly from output tables  
• hyperlink to files, or locations 
• select or exclude individual output tables  
• customize the layout, format, and headers of your output  
• produce ODS statistical graphics as part of ODS output in SAS 9.1. 

The ODS destinations of RTF, PDF and HTML can produce a Table of Contents (TOC) for hyperlinking. The 
table of contents (TOC) is a list of the headings or topics in a document. You can use a TOC to get an overview 
of the topics presented in a document or to quickly navigate to a topic.  A bookmark is a feature that by recording 
an address or reference, enable you to quickly return to that page, or file. It keeps your reference link, much like 
a bookmark in a book does. It is also a pointer points to a specific page or file. The syntax of bookmark is as 
follows: 
 
  ods r t f  bookmar k=" bookmar k name" ;   
  %macr o set t oc( bkmkname=) ;  
    t oc=' { \ f i el d { \ * \ f l di nst   HYPERLI NK  \ \ l   " ' | | " &bkmkname" | | ' " } } ' ;     
pageno=' { \ f i el d { \ * \ f l di nst   PAGEREF  ' | | " &bkmkname" | | ' \ \ h} } ' ;   
    out put ;  
 %mend set t oc;  
 
Figure 8 depicts the hyperlink features from ODS TOC. 
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                    Hyperlinks from TOC in RTF Format                 Hyperlinks from TOC in HTML format 
                                           Figure 8.  Interactive Features from ODS Destinations 
 
BY GTL 
 
SAS 9.1 includes an experimental feature, ODS Statistical Graphics (ODS Graphics for short), which introduces 
more than 30 procedures in four SAS products. This new feature enables the procedures to create statistical 
graphs automatically as part of ODS output. 
 
With simple ODS Graphics statements, a procedure creates graphs that are commonly needed for data analysis. 
The default ODS Graphics provide informative graphs with important statistics printed alongside. You can 
customize ODS Graphics to suit your needs. 
 
ODS Graphics appearances are governed by the ODS Graphical Template Language (GTL). The modification of 
ODS Graphics can be made by three sources: 1) from the data set that is used for the procedure execution, 2) 
from changing the style template, and 3) from modification of the graph template. 
 
There are several methods and tips to create customized ODS Graphics and how to modify system default 
templates or create stand along template. These methods focus in four topics: 1) A macro facility for users to 
easily supply titles and footnotes, 2) Overlaying two ODS Graphics, 3) Modification of the ODS Graphics 
elements, and 4) Creating stand alone template.   
 
Figure 9 illustrates the interactive data tips feature from PROC LIFETEST ODS Graphics. The output is produced 
by: 1) overlaying two ODS Graphics, 2) modifying style template, 3) adding customized titles and footnote, and 4) adding 
‘tips’ feature to default Graphics Template. 
 

 
                 Figure 9.  Interactive Data Tips Feature in ODS GTL 

Figure 10 shows the data tips feature from a customized GLT template. 
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                                         Figure 10.  Interactive Data Tips Feature in Customized GTL 
 
CONCLUSION 

The new technologies such as Java Applets and ActiveX Control are embedded and implemented in the SAS system which 
enables the SAS system to generate interactive graphs.  
 
The interactive features are: 1) embedded controls, 2) a programmable menu, 3) scrolling, 4) animation, 5) zooming and 
panning, 6) data tips, 7) drill-down capability, and 8) bookmarks and hyperlinks.  
 
These features are very desirable and enable the user to: 1) change graph properties without rerunning the job, 2) pack 
extract graphical element relevant information to the output, 3) link and navigate to relevant files and hot spots, 4) control 
the functionality of the drill-down menus, and 5) view the animation slide show. 
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